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Abstract. Artificial intelligence systems are not simply built on a single dataset or trained model. Instead, they are made by complex data science workflows involving multiple datasets, models, preparation scripts, and algorithms. Given this complexity, in order to understand these AI systems, we need to provide explanations of their functioning at higher levels of abstraction. To tackle this problem, we focus on the extraction and representation of data journeys from these workflows. A data journey is a multi-layered semantic representation of data processing activity linked to data science code and assets. We propose an ontology to capture the essential elements of a data journey and an approach to extract such data journeys. Using a corpus of Python notebooks from Kaggle, we show that we are able to capture high-level semantic data flow that is more compact than using the code structure itself. Furthermore, we show that introducing an intermediate knowledge graph representation outperforms models that rely only on the code itself. Finally, we report on a user survey to reflect on the challenges and opportunities presented by computational data journeys for explainable AI.
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence systems are widely used and deployed, for example, to make recommendations, answer questions, and help make decisions [70]. The importance of these systems has led to calls for greater transparency and accountability. For example, the ACM Principles for Algorithmic Transparency and Accountability [3] emphasises the need for awareness, audibility, data provenance, and explanation of algorithms particular for predictive models. To address these concerns, the area of Explainable AI (XAI) [9] has emerged.

While much of the XAI literature has focused on the need to explain the outcomes of machine learning and specifically deep learning models [9], a new line of work has begun to emphasise the need to explain how systems are built and trained [6,24,60]. This is because any biases in the training data or data preparation can have significant downstream impacts [60,71]. Indeed, studies of machine learning practitioners have emphasised their need to
be able to understand the entire data science workflow in order to intervene effectively [27]. As [27] identified, data scientists, developers, product owners are key target audiences for explainable AI systems to support them in adding new functionality, debugging AI systems, auditing, and understanding when an AI system can be repurposed (i.e. transferability [28,40]). Our work is positioned in this line of research. Specifically, we aim to help explain complex data science and machine learning workflows by providing an abstract representation of them. We follow an “explanation-by-exploration” approach [47], which enables users to obtain an abstract view of the journey of data through an AI workflow and then dive into the code corresponding to those steps. Fortunately, the Semantic Web community has developed a variety of knowledge representation formalisms to capture fundamental elements of data science workflows, such as provenance, data flows, and high-level activities [33,45,52,62]. That being said, data science workflows are complex and, although models and techniques for representing code as a data graphs exist [2,18], generating high-level, compact representations automatically is still an open and challenging problem.

Hence, this article focuses on extracting and representing data journeys, specifically from data science and AI workflows. Inspired by work in data studies, and particularly Leonelli [36,37], we define a data journey as a multi-layered, semantic representation of a data processing activity, linked to the digital assets involved (code, components, data). We propose an ontology for data journeys to capture the essential elements of data science pipelines and explain them in terms of a graph of high-level activities. This sort of high level representation can be useful, for example, to communicate the global view of how an AI system works, audit large code bases of AI systems, identify areas in a code base that can explain how an AI system preprocesses its data and chooses hyperparameters, or to help understand when a particular system can or cannot be employed. Indeed, similar abstract representations of a data flow have been used to perform data debugging [25], to extract common motifs in workflows [22], to determine the provenance of data [48], reason on the relation between policies and process [16], and to support transparency in clinical analysis [5]. Thus, our work aims to bring these benefits to XAI by: (a) producing a definition of data journey that can be supported computationally, and a first ontology that reflects such definition; (b) effectively extracting representations of data journeys from data science pipelines. Our methods do so without the need to execute the pipeline itself, which allows for data journeys to be constructed for many pipelines to facilitate exploration and comparison of how they work.

In this article we demonstrate that we can capture high-level semantic data flow that is more compact than using the code structure itself. Furthermore, we show that introducing an intermediate graph representation of the data flow outperforms models that rely only on the code itself.

Summarising, the contributions of the article are as follows:

– a definition of data journey suitable for computational approaches;
– an ontology for representing data journeys, mapped to existing, state of the art, relevant ontologies;
– an approach for knowledge extraction from Python-based notebooks to generate a compact, high-level explanation of the data journey;
– experiments demonstrating how a graph-based representation of the data science code outperforms one based on the code syntax in a machine learning pipeline supporting the extraction process.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. We begin with a discussion of related work (Section 2). Next, we look at our definition of a data journey and the associated ontology (Section 4). In Section 5, we detail our approach for knowledge extraction. We report on the application of the method and its evaluation in Section 6. Finally, we report on a user survey to discuss the utility of data journeys further (Section 7). We conclude the article reflecting on paths forward for further research (Section 8).

2. Related work

We begin with a discussion of the relevant work in explainable AI. We then detail relevant work that we build upon, specifically: data journeys from social sciences, data provenance, workflow and ontologies for data science, creating knowledge graphs from code, and methods for capturing the data flow from programs.
**Explainable AI** The larger field of explainable AI has been covered comprehensively by multiple recent surveys [38,43,61,67]. A large amount of this literature is focused on feature-based explanations where the goal is to identify which input features are an important influence an ML model’s output [38]. Examples of such methods include developing approximate simpler explainable models [42,57] (i.e. local explanations) or developing logical representations of models to identify features [32]. While helpful, these sorts of systems do not aim to support explaining the full data science workflow, which, as mentioned, is essential for debugging, auditing, and understanding AI systems [27].

Thus, we focus on explanations that describe the underlying sequence of steps used by the system to arrive at results. These are known as *trace-based* explanations [12]. As others have argued [65], this is a critical and understudied area. In this area, the closest work to ours is that on debugging machine learning pipelines [23,24,41,54,59]. These works develop methods for efficiently tracing back to potential sources of poor model performance, unexpected behaviour and, importantly, biases. Our work is different is that we aim to infer high-level representations of the workflow from code instead of instrument executions. Additionally, our aim is to support the idea of explanation by exploration starting from a high-level representation and then diving into the code. We discuss the specific methods we share with these works later in this section.

**Data journeys** The broad notion of data journeys have been discussed in the data studies literature. In particular, with the recent edited volume by Leonelli and Tempini, which brings together different case studies from plant phenomics to climate data processing and studies them through the lens of data journeys [37]. Fundamentally, they argue that the journey a dataset goes through, its lineage or provenance, is a powerful unit of analysis for explaining it.

**Provenance and provenance representations** The need to understand the provenance of data has been well documented in the data management [26] and web [44] literature, which has investigated approaches for representing, extracting, querying, and analysing provenance information. Indeed, the importance of understanding provenance for web information led to the W3C Prov standard for provenance interchange [45] as well as the recent Coalition for Content Provenance and Authenticity.¹ We refer to the two surveys cited above for more information about provenance systems. Our work, in particular, builds upon these existing representations in order to provide a multi-layered view of a data journey allowing different levels of abstraction to sit alongside one another. Specifically, we build on the notion of *datanode* as specified in the Datanode Ontology [15], developed to express complex data pipelines to reason upon the propagation of licences and terms and conditions in distributed applications [14].

**Workflow abstractions** The need to tie data to the workflow that generated it has been recognised in the scientific workflow community [51]. An essential contribution of this work is that, for workflow analytics and reusability, different granularity levels of workflow representations and associated provenance (e.g. high-level tasks in the domain vs command-line tool parameters) should be captured [22,34]. These representations can then be bundled together with the corresponding data assets and other documentation, creating a research object [10] that can be published using web standards [63,64]. However, most data science and machine learning pipelines are not expressed with such workflow formalisms. Instead, data journeys are complementary to these existing definitions and are designed to be extracted from existing code.

**Ontologies for representing data science experiments** While the aforementioned approaches work for workflow systems where tasks and their dependencies are systematically defined, most applications use flexible programming languages. This is the case for data science methods [66]. There is a body of works on ontologies for representing specific families of data science experiments (surveyed here [61]). In what follows, we select some related work that is either exemplary of the field or relevant to our problem.

OntoDM-core [52] was developed for representing complex data mining activities. Its conceptualisation distinguishing between a design phase, an implementation phase, and an application. As such, its focus is to manage data mining activities as a composite combination of tasks.

The Data Mining Optimisation Ontology (DMOP) [33] aims at classifying the possible data mining approaches and algorithms to support *meta-learning* through a description of the activities that is implementation-independent.

¹https://c2pa.org
Crucially, it provides concepts to reason over the applicability of different DM methods to certain datasets and their performance on the different tasks. In this work we focus on a different aspect, which is the characterisation of the sequence of operations performed in data science pipelines, and their summarisation in abstract workflows.

OntoExp [68] was designed to support the annotation of predictive modelling programs in order to support the cataloguing, exploration, and retrieval of collection of experiments according to their high-level features such as the algorithms used for training or the input dataset used.

ML-Schema [56], developed in the context of the W3C Machine Learning Schema Community Group, provides a set of classes and properties to enable the interchange of information about machine learning algorithms, datasets, and experiments.

In this work, we apply the notion of data journeys to support explainable AI and build upon models developed in the scientific workflow communities. Scientific workflows have general properties that are sufficiently portable across different types of AI pipelines. Our proposed ontology generalises over ML-specific ontologies, particularly ML-schema, and therefore can support a broader set of use cases, while still being extendable for more specialised cases.

Finally, the ontologies surveyed are not designed for AI explainability per se but to support search through catalogues of experiments. Instead, data journeys is about explaining AI experiments themselves through exploring the code that implement them. In addition, data journeys are conceived as multi-layered, open-ended objects. Therefore, our proposed layers can be expanded to incorporate other perspectives, like the ones discussed above.

Knowledge graphs from code There are a number of studies that look at extracting knowledge graph representations from code [1,8,11]. CodeOntology [8] aims at translating source code into RDF for supporting expressive queries over source code published as Linked Data. Likewise, GraphGen4Code [1], is able to generate large scale knowledge graphs from source repositories that reflect code semantics. Broadly, the aim of this line of work is to support development use cases such as program search and code automation. Our work is different in that we aim to not just reflect the code semantics but to learn to map code into a higher level of abstraction that may not be directly reflected in the code itself. In that respect, work on code summarization [4] is relevant. However, the aim of code summarization is to generate textual descriptions of source code instead of mapping to a high level ontology as we do here.

Capturing the dataflow from programs In this article, we argue how a data journey should be linked to the source code in order to effectively support explainability, and that dataflows are essential for understanding the rationale of programs. A variety of work has looked at extracting high-level dataflow-like representations from data science code or logging information. Tessera, for example, has looked at extracting high-level tasks from logs of exploratory data analysis [69]. Furthermore, in work most closely related to ours, researchers have investigated extracting provenance representations from programs’ abstract syntax trees (AST). CodeBreaker constructs a machine-interpretable knowledge graph from program code to support end-user tasks such as code search and recommendation [2]. noWorkflow [48] uses the AST of a program to automatically instrument code during execution to capture provenance. Similarly, mlinspect [25] extracts a provenance representation during the execution of python code. It, however, uses a representation tailored to debugging data science code. ProvenanceCurious [30], and Vamsa [49] also use the python AST, but instead of instrumenting at runtime, they use static analysis to infer a provenance graph. We adopt a similar approach of using static analysis. However, unlike these approaches, we use a hybrid method based on knowledge engineering and machine learning to infer high-level semantic types over a resulting graph. Additionally, our approach tackles the need to maintain multiple levels of abstraction.

3. Definition

In this section, we provide a definition of a Data Journey. The notion of data journey has been discussed in the data studies literature. Specifically, [37] defined it as the “movement of data from their production site to many other sites in which they are processed, mobilised and re-purposed.”. The work in data studies emphasises the difficulty of understanding data journeys empirically because of a multitude of perspectives. Our definition has the objective
of being consistent with the one of [37] but also to relate with the literature from Web semantics, specifically, data provenance [46]. Hence, we introduce a layered semantics perspective to the definition of data journeys: A Data Journey is a multi-layered, semantic representation of a data processing activity, linked to the digital assets involved (code, components, data).

Thus, a journey is multi-layered, as to allow a multiplicity of perspectives that can be overlaid to describe the process. This multiplicity can help to capture (parts of) the context around a data journey while still allowing for computational analysis to be performed. Hierarchical, because any useful representation needs to be linked to the concrete assets involved, either directly or via intermediate abstractions.

Although our definition is open-ended and allows for multiple (even alternative) perspectives to co-exist, in this work, we conceptualise data journeys in the following layered structure:

- **Resources**: resources used in the data journey such as source code files, software libraries, services, or data sources.
- **Source Code**: human readable and machine executable instructions, for human authoring, such as a Python script.
- **Machine Representation**: any machine interpreted representation of the instructions, such as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) or a query execution plan.
- **Datanode Graph**: as defined in [17], a graph of data-to-data relationships, such as variables, imported libraries, and input and output resources. Such abstraction provides a structure of the data flows, abstracting from issues such as control flow, and focusing on data-to-data dependencies.
- **Activity Graph**: a graph of high-level activities, inspired by the notion of Workflow Motifs [22].

As a guide example, we can consider the following python code (Kaggle: https://www.kaggle.com/dansbecker/random-forests):

```python
import pandas as pd
# load data
melbourne_file_path = '../input/melbourne-housing-snapshot/melb_data.csv'
melbourne_data = pd.read_csv(melbourne_file_path)
# filter rows with missing values
melbourne_data = melbourne_data.dropna(axis=0)
```

Line 1 and 3 mention references to resources: a software library (pandas) and a CSV file. The Kaggle notebook itself is the human readable and machine executable source code. When the python interpreter executes this script, it does so by the means of an intermediate machine representation, for example an abstract syntax tree is produced by parsing the code, and this is then exploited by the interpreter. However, the code structure implies knowledge that is not explicitly stated. This include the data flow, as defined in [17], which provides an abstraction of the way data is transferred and manipulated from the file in Line 3 to the variable melbourne_data in Line 6 (datanode graph). Finally, this source hides high-level intentions, for example, the fact that libraries and data are reused and some data preparation is performed, i.e., a column is dropped in Line 6 (activity graph).

While the first three components pre-exist the data journey, i.e. they do not pertain to the knowledge level [50], the remaining represent two distinct, although interconnected, representation layers. Here, we aim at automatically constructing such a layered representation, to demonstrate that data journeys can be automatically identified from the source code of a data science pipeline.

4. Ontology

We build on previous work and design an ontology as the reference knowledge model of a data journey, satisfying our definition. Our methodology is based on reusing successful, relevant models, completing them with concepts derived from the data used in this work. Specifically, we reuse concepts from three approaches: the W3C Provenance
Ontology PROV-O [35], the Workflow Motifs Ontology [22] and the Datanode ontology [15]. Compared to the pre-existing models, DJO provides a unified view of the data journey, linking the two layers (the data flow layer and the activity layer). In addition, it extends the Datanode Ontology by specifying node types.

The Data Journey Ontology (DJO) reuses fundamental concepts from those three ontologies into a new conceptual model with layered semantics. The namespace of the DJO is http://purl.org/datajourneys/, the preferred prefix is djo. The design rationale of DJO is one of layered semantics. The ontology should be able to capture fine-grained data flows but also high-level activities, as super-imposed abstractions. An overview of the ontology is provided in Figs 1 and 2.2 We note that we align with broader software engineering concepts rather than specific machine learning notions as the aim here is to represent a generic data processing pipeline.

The core components are three classes: Datanode, Activity, and Journey.

Datanode The Datanode class represents a data object. We performed a thematic analysis of 20 randomly chosen notebooks from the dataset collected for the experiments (more about it in Section 6) in order to identify possible data node types, depending on the role they have in the process.

The result is as follows:

- Constant: a value hard-coded in the source code, for example, the value of an argument of a machine learning instruction
- Input: a pre-existing data object served to the program for consumption and manipulation.
- Output: a data node produced by the program

2The visual representations are generated with OWLGrEd [39]: http://owlgred.lumii.lv/online_visualization.
Table 1
List of object properties connecting instances of class Datanode in the Data Journey Ontology. Sources: PROV-O (PO), Datanode Ontology (DN), and Workflow Motifs (WM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>derivedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleanedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copiedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimizedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augmentedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combinedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extractedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filteredFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formatTransformedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>groupedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sortedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refactoredFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remodelledFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrievedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visualisedFrom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Parameter**: any data node which is not supposed to be modified by the program but is needed to tune the behaviour of the process. For example, the process splits the data source into two parts, 20% for the test set and 80% for the training set. 2, 20%, and 80% are all parameters.

- **Support**: any data node pre-existing the program, which is used without manipulation. Includes:
  - *Reference*: any datanode used as background knowledge by the program, for example, a lookup service or a knowledge graph. Such datanode pre-exists the program and is external to the program.
  - *Capability*: any datanode which provides capabilities to the program, including pre-existing modules, functions, and imported libraries.
  - *Documentation*: any datanode which does not affect the operation of the program, such as source code comments and documentation.

- **Temporary**: any datanode produced and then reused by the program that is not intended to be the final output

The following groups of classes are mutually disjoint:

- Input, Output, Support, and Temporary
- Capability, Documentation, and Reference

Datanodes are connected to each other in a data flow akin to a provenance graph. Possible relationships subsume the provenance notion of derivation. Table 1 shows the hierarchy of object properties, with references to the notions reused from existing sources, and documented in the ontology with a rdfs:seeAlso relation.

**Activity** In a Data Journey, sibling datanodes are supposed to be grouped together in activities, in order to provide a more abstract representation of the data journey. The activities included in DJO are mutually disjoint sub-classes of Activity: Analysis, Cleaning, Movement, Preparation, Retrieval, Reuse, and Visualisation. Except for Reuse, the other classes are derived from concepts defined by the Workflow Motifs ontology. Activities instances are connected to each other in a sequence, using the object property previous (and its inverse next). We note that the semantics of these two properties does not imply derivation but merely states the sequence
Fig. 2. DJO: overview of the properties.
Table 2
Conceptual mappings between DJO, DMOP and ML-schema

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DJO Journey</th>
<th>DMOP</th>
<th>ML-Schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Constant</td>
<td>DM-Workflow, DM-Process, DM-Experiment</td>
<td>Study, Experiment, Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Input</td>
<td>IO-Object, DM-Data</td>
<td>HyperParameterSetting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Output</td>
<td>IO-Object, DM-PatternSet, DM-Model</td>
<td>Model, ModelEvaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Parameter</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>HyperParameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Temporary</td>
<td>Dataset, Feature</td>
<td>Dataset, Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Support &gt; Capability</td>
<td>DM-Task, DM-Algorithm, DM-Hypothesis, DM-Operation</td>
<td>Task, Algorithm, ModelCharacteristics, DataCharacteristic, ImplementationCharacteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datanode &gt; Support &gt; Documentation</td>
<td>DataProcessingTask</td>
<td>DataProcessingTask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Analysis</td>
<td>InductionTask, ModelingTask, PatternDiscoveryTask</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Cleaning</td>
<td>DataCleaningTask</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Movement</td>
<td>DataReductionTask, DataAbstractionTask, DataTransformationTask</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Retrieval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Reuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity &gt; Visualisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of activities in a data journey. This approach in representing lists is inspired by the Sequence ontology design pattern\(^3\) [13,55] (see also [20] for a survey on modelling solutions for treating sequential information in RDF). Each activity instance is then connected to the involved datanodes through the property includesDatanode (and its inverse inActivity).

Finally, both activities and Datanodes are meant to be connected to one data journey via the functional property inJourney.

Table 2 illustrates how DJO relates to fundamental concepts of data mining and machine learning workflows, as defined by two domain-specific ontologies for data mining (DMOP [33]) and machine learning (ML-Schema [56]). DJO can be extended by direct reuse of those concepts. In addition, DJO covers a broader set of notions familiar to any data science experiment, including, for example, visualisation and reuse.

5. **Extracting data journeys**

In this section, we describe our approach to extracting data journeys. An application of the method with a step-by-step example will follow in Section 6. Specifically, we examine the problem of automatically deriving data journeys from source code, focusing on identifying activities and their composition. We ground our method on the following hypothesis:

*Given a data science program, it is possible to automatically extract a data journey from the code (a) by generating a datanode graph from the code; (b) making use of machine learning techniques to classify high-level activities in such graphs automatically; and (c) collapsing adjacent activity nodes involved in the same activity.*

\(^3\)Sequence ODP: http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:Sequence.
The method assumes source code as input (e.g. a python notebook), then generates a data node graph reusing symbols from the code (variable names, functions, operators, etc...). It then uses this information to train a classifier for identifying activity types. We note that we only focus on the generation of the data node graph structure and on the activity types, leaving the automatic support for the remaining features of the ontology (e.g. data node arc labelling and node types) to future work.

We divide the approach into four steps: (i) data node graph extraction, (ii) knowledge expansion, and (iii) knowledge compression.

In the first step – data node graph extraction – the method traverses the code Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and transforms the structure into a Datanode graph. In such a graph, nodes represent data elements (such as files, variables, constants, and libraries), while arcs represent relationships, labelled with operations derived from the code – e.g. importing a library or assigning a variable – or with names of functions, method calls, or operators.

In the second step – knowledge expansion – we aggregate the data node graphs into a knowledge graph and derive frequent relationships (arcs in the graph) in a Frequent Activity Table (FAT). The most frequent activities are then annotated with the Data Journey Ontology (limited to Activity types in our experiments). The FAT allows us: (a) to generate automatically a set of rules encoded in SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries, to materialise the annotations, and (b) to produce a dataset of annotated data node graphs for training a classifier able to assign an Activity to each node in the data node graph. Furthermore, the classifier is applied to derive DJO activities automatically.

In the last step – data journey generation, adjacent nodes with the same activity types are collapsed, producing a summarised, compact, semantic representation of the data science pipeline – completing the Data Journey.

In the following sections, we describe each step in the abstract, leaving the details of the execution to the evaluation section, where we apply it to Python notebooks [53]. While we use Python here, the approach applies to any programming language that can be expressed as an AST.

5.1. Datanode graph extraction

We describe deriving a data node graph from a Python notebook. The algorithm implements heuristics, transforming the code structures into a graph. We organise the process in three steps:

1. we extract the source code from the notebook into a single python script;
2. an algorithm traverses the code and generates a directed, labelled graph from the source, serialised in DOT format;\(^4\) then,
3. the directed graph is re-engineered into RDF, applying namespaces and generating entity names.

Listing 1 illustrates the algorithm that generates the directed graph in pseudo-code.

The process starts with traversing the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) to build a directed graph where the nodes are data objects, such as libraries, files, constant values, and occurrences of variables, and arcs are dependency relationships, in the spirit of provenance models. The algorithm assigns unique identifiers (and human-readable labels) to graph nodes and assigns relationships applying an initial semantic layer derived from the code syntax (e.g. considering elements such as import, assignment operators, or function calls). The algorithm takes as input a python notebook and outputs an RDF graph. First, the graph is initialised (empty) and the abstract syntax tree derived by reusing a standard library. Then, AST components are traversed. Each one of the possible components of the Python programming languages are handled by dedicated heuristics. An import statement is interpreted as linking the notebook to the library, and the library to the variable that references it. Modules and Classes are not mapped directly in the data flow, while their components are inspected. Function and method definitions (line 12) are represented by linking the local variables to the function arguments (later calls to the function will link the input variables to the function arguments). Expressions are traversed by connecting variables and function or method arguments via the function or method names). Assignments are traversed by linking the variables accordingly. Finally, control operators such as if, when, etc. are not considered, apart from mapping variables accordingly, by flattening multiple iterations in a single data flow. Finally, all data nodes are mapped to the notebook with the `appearsIn` relation.

Listing 1. Pseudocode of the algorithm to extract a directed graph from the Python code

```
1. algorithm extract-directed-graph is
2.   input: notebook
3.   output: graph
4.
5.   graph ← []
6.   ast ← AST(notebook)
7.
8.   visit ast components:
   when is import:
5.     graph U { ?library importedBy notebook }
11.   graph U { ?var assignedFrom ?library }
12.   when is Function or Method:
13.     for each argument:
14.       graph U { ?var _argToVar ?arg }
15.   when is Expression:
16.     if function or method call:
17.       graph U { ?after ?method ?before }
18.     for each method argument:
19.       graph U { ?after ?method ?arg }
20.   when is Assignment:
21.     for each target variable:
22.       if augmented assignment:
23.         graph U { ?target ?operation ?source }
24.       else:
25.         graph U { ?target assignedFrom ?source }
26.     when For or While:
27.       graph U { ?target iteratorOf ?source }
28.   graph U { ?notebook appearsIn ?node }
29.
30. return graph
```

The output of this step is a directed graph where nodes are data objects and arcs are relationship types derived from the code syntax.

The resulting directed graph is re-engineered into RDF. The direction of the arcs is reversed in the spirit of provenance graphs. In addition, we add namespaces and use an `entity` function, which returns an RDF resource from the node label, applying the appropriate conversions to valid URI strings. The result is a data node graph, the first layer of our Data Journey.

5.2. Knowledge expansion

The previous section described obtaining a data node representation from the source code. This section will use the data node graph to derive background knowledge for training a Machine Learning algorithm able to annotate nodes with data journeys activities. Background knowledge includes the following components:

- The Data Journeys Ontology (DJO), introduced in Section 4, which specifies the following activity types: Reuse, Movement, Preparation, Analysis, and Visualisation
- A dataset of (frequent) data node arcs, manually annotated with DJO Activities – Frequent Activity Table (FAT)
- A set of rules (encoded as SPARQL construct queries) mapping frequent arcs in the data node graphs to DJ Activities, using the FAT – Frequent Activity Rules (FAR)
- Training dataset for the machine learning model, to predict Activities of unknown data node nodes – Machine Learning Training Dataset (MLTD)

**Frequent Activity Table (FAT)** From a statistical analysis of the data node graphs, the frequent arcs types can be determined. Such arcs are manually annotated with activity types. For example, nodes receiving an arc named “dj:importedBy” can be associated to a Reuse activity, or an arc derived from a popular function such as `read_csv` to
a Movement activity. Similarly, a print arc demonstrates a Visualisation activity, and so forth. The objective is to have sufficient coverage of activity types in the table to use the annotation for training a machine learning model able to automate such annotations on all nodes in the data node graphs.

**Frequent Activity Rules (FAR)** From the FAT, we build rules to materialise the annotations. These are encoded as SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries to apply to the dataset of data node graphs.

**Machine Learning Training Dataset (MLTD)** We derive a training dataset from the table of annotated data node arcs. The input data includes a set of data nodes annotated with activity types (derived from the FAT). We can then enhance the activity types with background knowledge from existing knowledge models such as CodeBERTa [29] or produce RDF2Vec [58] embeddings directly from the data node graphs.

**Machine learning application** We use the dataset to evaluate the performance of potential ML approaches. Specifically, we evaluate a set of machine learning methods to automatically annotate the missing nodes with activity types in this phase. The most promising method is selected and applied to predict the activities of remaining and less frequent nodes.

5.3. Knowledge compression

We annotated the data node graph with activity types in the knowledge expansion phase. In this phase, we aim at obtaining a summarised view of the data journey. The knowledge compression task has the objective of generating activity instances by analysing sibling data nodes annotated with the same activity type. Activities may span multiple adjacent data nodes. For example, a Reuse activity applies to all imported libraries. Therefore, a better representation would generate a single instance of Reuse’s activity type, grouping all the import data nodes under a shared activity instance. The output is an Activity graph, whose nodes are instances of activities and arcs the previous relation. Crucially, activities may occur multiple times in different parts of the data node graph.

The process starts from the root of the data node graph (the nodes that don’t have outgoing arcs). Nodes are inspected for their annotated activity type. Every time a new activity type is found in the path, a new node is created of type Activity. If the node is annotated with the same activity type in the path, the existing activity node is mapped to the data node. The algorithm, illustrated in Listing 2, implements the following recursive pipeline, starting from the root node (the program):

1. Focus on a node and collect the set of previous nodes. Then, group those nodes by activity type, relying on the annotation property hasActivity, produced in the previous phase.
2. If the focus node was already linked to an activity instance in a previous iteration (property inActivity), link previous nodes having the same activity type to that activity instance with an inActivity property.
3. Generate a new activity instance for each remaining group, linking the related nodes with an inActivity relation.
4. Link the new activity instances to the focus node activity instance with a previous relation.
5. Repeat for each previous node.

The resulting graph is, therefore, a compressed view of the data science pipeline in the form of an activity graph. Such graph data is overlaid on the data node graph, completing the task of building a data journey, a layered, semantic representation of the data science program.

6. Evaluation

To support XAI via exploration, we want to extract compact abstract representations of the data science workflows that are used to build AI systems (i.e. data journeys). These representations should provide a more accessible overview of these systems by virtue of being both smaller and by being tied to higher level concepts (e.g. Visualisation).
Hence, this section evaluates our hypothesis that it is possible to automatically derive a data journey by applying a combination of methods that abstract the source code into a layered, semantic representation. Specifically, we perform experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of classifying nodes within the program with higher-level semantics as expressed in the Data Journeys Ontology. Crucially, we aim to verify whether the graph structure is helpful in this classification process over just the use of the code itself. We evaluate:

1. the feasibility of automatically generating a graph representation, anchored to the source code,
2. the ability of data node graphs to support the automatic classification of activity types, and
3. the ability of activity graphs to offer a representation that is substantially more compact than the data node graph.

In the remainder of the section, we follow the approach introduced in Section 5, and we apply it to Python notebooks. Our dataset consists of the 1000 most popular python notebooks from Kaggle as of April 2020. Kaggle is one of the main hosts for data science competitions. Data node graphs are constructed for each notebook. The implementation of the approach and all data assets used in the evaluation are provided for auditing and reproducibility [19].

6.1. Datanode graph extraction

In this step, we apply the algorithm described by Listing 1, which generates the directed graph. For example, given the following python code snippet (Kaggle: https://www.kaggle.com/dansbecker/random-forests):

```
5As measured by the ‘hotness’ parameter of the API.
6kaggle.com
```
the algorithm generates the following directed graph, represented here in DOT format:

```plaintext
strict digraph "" {
  pandas -> "random-forest.ipynb" [label=importedBy];
  "pd(0)" -> pandas [label=assignedFrom];
  "pd(0)" -> "random-forest.ipynb" [label=appearsIn];
  "./.input/melbourne-housing-snapshot/melb_data.csv(0)" -> "random-forest.ipynb" [label=appearsIn];
  "melbourne_file_path(0)$0" -> "./.input/melbourne-housing-snapshot/melb_data.csv(0)" [label=assignedFrom];
  "melbourne_data(0)$0" -> "melbourne_data(0)$0" [label=assignedFrom];
  "melbourne_data(0)$1" -> "melbourne_data(0)$0" [label=dropna];
  "melbourne_data(0)$1" -> "0(0)" [label=dropna];
  "0(0)" -> "random-forest.ipynb" [label=appearsIn];
}
```

The arcs of the graph incorporate semantics derived from the code structure, partly assigned from heuristics in the algorithm, and partly derivable from the names of operators used in the code. For example, the relation `importedBy` links a library to the python script; the relation `add` links a variable (or constant) to its target variable; the relation `print` links a processing node to an output node; the relation `assignedFrom` is applied to local handlers of imported libraries as well as regular variable assignment operations. In addition, the example shows how the implementation takes care of linking multiple occurrences of the same variable together, generating a new node every time the variable value changes (for example, when re-assigned or when a method is called on a variable object, assuming the internal state of the data object is affected by the method call). Finally, the implementation ensures that variables are interpreted in the context of their scope. The number in parenthesis represents the outer scope, while the dollar sign distinguishes different instances of the same variable name. For example, it distinguishes a variable name used within the context of a function from the same variable name used in the outer scope (e.g. `melbourne_data`, lines 7–10).

The resulting directed graph is re-engineered into RDF. In particular, the direction of the arcs is reversed. Then, we add links from the notebook entity to each one of the nodes. In addition, we add namespaces and use an `entity` function which returns an RDF resource from the node label, applying the appropriate conversions to valid URI strings. In the implementation, we use the following namespaces:

```plaintext
@prefix dj: <http://purl.org/dj/> .
@prefix k: <http://purl.org/dj/kaggle/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix nb: <http://purl.org/dj/kaggle/random-forest#>.
@prefix lib: <http://purl.org/dj/python/lib/>
```

The `k:` namespace prefix is used for naming notebooks, the `lib:` namespace prefix is applied to python libraries, while the default namespace is used for any other entity generated. The above code generates the following data node graph in RDF:
The execution of the process produces 804 data node graphs (we provide an example visualisation of one data node graph in Fig. 3. The remaining notebooks either included syntax errors, they did not include any source code, or the process took more than 10 minutes to complete. We leave the study of possible optimisations to future work.

6.2. Knowledge expansion

The output of the previous phase are data node graphs expressed in RDF. Such a representation has the benefit that it is directly linked to the source code, to enable a graph representation to be overlayed on the program code. In this phase, we aim at identifying activities for each one of the node. Data node arcs are labelled according to clues derivable from the code (e.g. import statements and assignments, see Listing 1) or by reusing code elements (e.g. object methods, function names,...).

Frequent Activity Table (FAT) Following our method, we compute statistics of data node arcs and focus on the most frequent relationships in a Frequent Activity Table (FAT). The dataset includes 3384 distinct relations, from the more frequent ones (the most frequent being assignedFrom, 90370 occurrences) to relations occurring less frequently. We manually annotated the arcs occurring at least 2000 times in the dataset with data journey activities. The intended meaning is that when a given relation occurs, the target node can be qualified as being the result of the specified activity. Table 3 shows the relations occurring at least 1000 times in the dataset and related annotations. However, we observed that the Movement activity was underrepresented in the table; therefore, we selected two more arcs mapped to that activity.

Frequent Activity Rules (FAR) From the FAT, rules are derived and encoded as SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries. Listings 3 and 4 show examples of such rules. The rules materialise a new statement using the DJO annotation property hasActivity, connecting data node entities to subclasses of Activity. We apply the rule sets to the data node graphs and materialise the new triples. An excerpt related to the guide example can be seen in Listing 5.

---

---

We note that the training data was annotated with only one activity, although several of those arcs may be classified under more that one activity. The activity is assigned based on the annotators knowledge of the corpus.
Fig. 3. Datanode graph of the random-forests data journey.
Table 3
Frequent Activity Table (FAT). Relations occurring at least 1000 times in the datanode dataset and related annotations. The table also distinguishes relations explicitly asserted by the AST traversal algorithm and the ones that are implicitly derived from the code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datanode Arc</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Asserted</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>print</td>
<td>16888</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iteratorOf</td>
<td>11825</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importedBy</td>
<td>10855</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>:Reuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_argToVar</td>
<td>9713</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>:Reuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>7334</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>append</td>
<td>6840</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subplots</td>
<td>6128</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apply</td>
<td>5471</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div</td>
<td>5115</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit</td>
<td>4415</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read_csv</td>
<td>4412</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astype</td>
<td>4191</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plot</td>
<td>4036</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train_test_split</td>
<td>3667</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanh</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataFrame</td>
<td>3494</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>3243</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add</td>
<td>2843</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subplot</td>
<td>2545</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop</td>
<td>2527</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predict</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>2314</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy</td>
<td>678</td>
<td></td>
<td>:Movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3. We can infer from the datanode arc importedBy that the target node relates to a Reuse activity.

**Machine Learning Training Dataset (MLTD)** We create a training dataset from the table of annotated data node arcs. The input data includes a set of data nodes annotated with activity types (derived from the FAT). These can be enhanced with background knowledge, such as from existing knowledge models such as BERTcode [21] or producing RDF2Vec embeddings [58] from the data node graphs. Activities in the FAT are not equally represented. For example, Reuse, Preparation, and Visualisation have many more nodes than Analysis and Movement. Therefore, we select four arcs for each activity to give more balanced coverage to the training data. These are highlighted in Table 3. The resulting dataset includes the following information: the notebook, the graph node, the arc used to
Listing 4. We can infer from the datanode arc print that the target node relates to a Visualisation activity.

```
PREFIX djo: <http://purl.org/djo/>
PREFIX : <http://purl.org/datajourns/>
CONSTRUCT ( ?s :hasActivity :Visualisation )
WHERE { ?o djo:print ?o . }
```

Listing 5. Example of data nodes annotated with activity types.

```
djo:2019035306 rdfs:label "melbourne_file_path(0)@0" ;
djo:hasActivity djo:Reuse ;
djo:assignedFrom djo:5@004286 .

djo:2@371@7@776 rdfs:label "melbourne_data(0)@0" ;
djo:hasActivity djo:Movement ;
djo:read_csv djo:2019035306, djo:0@0085334 .

djo:10133@4666 rdfs:label "forest_model(0)@1" ;
djo:hasActivity djo:Analysis ;
djo:fit djo:1013319129 ,
djo:47716@8555, djo:490144716 .
```

decline the annotation, and the annotated activity. The data includes 802 notebooks and 29282 nodes. Statistics of arcs, activities, and number of nodes in the training dataset are reported in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fit</td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
<td>1316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanh</td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predict</td>
<td>:Analysis</td>
<td>959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read_csv</td>
<td>:Movement</td>
<td>1727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy</td>
<td>:Movement</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to_csv</td>
<td>:Movement</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
<td>2078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>append</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
<td>2111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iteratorOf</td>
<td>:Preparation</td>
<td>4499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importedBy</td>
<td>:Reuse</td>
<td>1622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_argToVar</td>
<td>:Reuse</td>
<td>9709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plot</td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
<td>1408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subplots</td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
<td>1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>print</td>
<td>:Visualisation</td>
<td>6405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Machine learning application In this phase, we train an ML model to annotate the missing nodes with activity types automatically. In the next section, we will report on experiments with multiple machine learning algorithms. We select the most promising method and use it to predict the activities of remaining non-frequent nodes. The output of the learned classifier is a data node graph whose nodes are all annotated with activity types, using the DJO OWL annotation property :hasActivity.

\*The data in the table was produced by querying the training dataset (CSV) using SPARQL Anything [7].
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notebook count</th>
<th>Average KG size (nodes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>89202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>186457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3. ML classification experiments

We train classifiers that, given a node representing an Activity from a notebook, predict its high-level semantic type – one of Analysis, Movement, Preparation, Reuse, Visualisation. We tested standard classifiers available in scikit-learn, specifically Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Gaussian Naive Bayes, Linear Support Vector Machine and a Multi-layer Perceptron.

We develop tests using two different methods for representing nodes as input to the classifiers:

1. **CODEBERTA** – In this setting, we embed the code string associated with a node using CodeBERTa [29] a pre-trained transformed based language model trained on a large corpus of the programs from the CodeSearchNet [31]. The corpus used contains roughly 6 million functions spanning six programming languages.
2. **RDF2VEC** – In this setting, we use RDF2Vec [58] to embed each node based on its structural position in a knowledge graph constructed from the RDF representation of the notebooks used during the experiment. RDF2Vec is set to use the following parameters: the node is represented based on its context, i.e. a continuous bag of words (CBOW). The context is determined by extracting paths in a random walk around the node. A maximum of 100 paths are extracted with a maximum depth of 10.

For each setting, we employ two testing regimes:

- R1 Nodes are randomly split between training and testing sets.
- R2 Nodes are randomly split between training and testing sets but the train and test sets do not share notebooks.

A 70/30 train test split is used. Hyperparameters are as detailed above. R1 simulates the behaviour where one wants to classify other (e.g. long-tail) nodes from within a codebase, which contains some already classified nodes. Whereas R2 aims to simulate an environment in which one is trying to classify nodes from a notebook that has not been seen before. For each classifier, setting and regime combination, we use 10, 100 and 200 notebooks randomly sampled from the corpus. Experiments are repeated 10 times for each combination. Table 5 shows the average knowledge graph size across experimental runs.

The experiments showed an increasing accuracy when providing a larger set of notebooks. Table 6 presents the best results achieved when training with 200 notebooks. We report on two metrics: Accuracy and Matthews correlation coefficient. The best results are achieved by the Multi-Layered Perceptron classifier using the RDF2Vec embeddings method. With these results, we demonstrate that using a data node graph as an intermediate representation of the program improves the prediction accuracy systematically across all machine learning algorithms.

### 6.4. Knowledge compression

The output of the machine learning application phase is a datanode graph whose nodes are all annotated with activity types. However, such representation does not allow us to see the intended activities at a higher level of abstraction. In this final phase, we apply the algorithm described in Listing 2 to the notebooks from the prior stage in order to generate a summarised view of the program by creating instances of activities in our ontology, absorbing adjacent data nodes annotated with the same activity type. Here, we evaluate the ability of the approach to generate a more abstract representation of the process, by reducing the number of nodes required to express the data science

---

Table 6
Results for test regime R1 for multiple classifiers using a KG based on 200 notebooks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy mean</th>
<th>Accuracy std</th>
<th>Matthews mean</th>
<th>Matthews std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CodeBERTa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaussianNB</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogisticRegression</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLPClassifier</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForestClassifier</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF2Vec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaussianNB</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogisticRegression</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLPClassifier</td>
<td><strong>0.96</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.01</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.01</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForestClassifier</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Compression factor – the percentage of the notebook corpus that were compressed by the indicated amount.

Pipeline. Specifically, we compare the size (number of arcs) of the data node layer with the one of the activity layer of the data journeys produced. Figures 4 displays the distribution of this compression factor, computed as the ratio between the number of arcs of the data node graph and the ones of the activity graphs. The numbers demonstrate that our approach provides an effective way of summarising the data science pipelines, with almost all of the activity graphs being more than half of the size of the respective data node ones. Crucially, there has been a reduction of at least 0.8 factor in about 3/4 of the cases.

Following the example introduced at the beginning of this section, the random-forests data journey contains 84 entities in the data node layer and only 18 in the activity graph layer, for a compression factor of 0.78. Figure 5 shows the activity graph (the equivalent data node graph is in Fig. 3). The first representation accurately describes the data flow, but it is also very difficult to explore. The second, is a much more compact representation of core activities. Crucially, our layered approach allows us to use the more synthetic representation as a proxy to the underlying one and, indirectly, to the actual source code.

7. Exploratory user survey

We performed an exploratory user survey to evaluate the validity of our proposal and its potential interest to data science practitioners.
7.1. Participants

To that end, we performed convenience sampling and disseminated a questionnaire to researchers and data technologists known to the authors and collected twelve responses. Participants agreed on sharing anonymous survey results in publications.

Our survey participants are all data science technologists. While sharing a high technical expertise, their experience span a variety of support systems and are, therefore, a good representative of our target user base.

Four participants have more than five years of practical experience in data science, seven of the participants have between one and five years of experience, while one of them has less than one year.

When asked to self-assess their confidence with data science methods and/or tools on a Likert scale of 1 (not at all) to 5 (very confident), the majority of the participants indicated 4 (10), while the remaining two participants replied 3 (medium) and 2 (low), respectively.

When asked about how much they rely on user-friendly support tools rather than writing code directly, on a Likert scale of 1 (code directly) to 5 (tool support), there was a clear preference to writing code, with only one participant replying 4 and none of them 5. Interestingly, only 25% of the participants use debugging or troubleshooting support tools as part of their development process. When asked, they mentioned the Pycharm debugger,10 Kedro,11 Visual Studio,12 and Papermill.13 Most of the survey participants use data science notebooks and mentioned environments such as Jupyter,14 Databricks,15 RStudio,16 or Google Colaboratory17 (11 out of 12).

7.2. Feedback on DJO

With the objective of assessing the coverage of DJO, we asked participant whether they recognised the activities of the ontology in their own practice, on a Likert scale of 1 (never) to 5 (always). Results are presented in Fig. 6.

---

We asked participants if they could think of any step missing, and received two types of answers. The first relates to activities such as exploration, modelling, publishing, dissemination, testing, monitoring and maintenance, and deployment. These are all relevant activities, typically conducted during the design and development phases. However, they are describing activities of developers rather than activities of the data science pipeline. The second relates to machine learning-specific operations such as training, prediction, and validation. In our work, we avoided including ML-specific terminology with the purpose of generality, and consider those activities a special type of Analysis. However, DJO could be extended and specialised to support ML-specific activities, for example, reusing notions from Onto-DM [52].

With the purpose of assessing the sufficiency of DJO, we asked participants to judge the appropriateness of the classes proposed, from the point of view of their level of abstraction, on a Likert scale of 1 (too much detailed) to 5 (too much abstract). Eight participants out of twelve replied with option 3, while the remaining four judged them possibly abstract (option 4) but never too much (option 5).

Next, we moved on evaluating the types of objects considered by DJO (see Fig. 1) We asked participants if they recognised those high level types of object in their data science process. The answers are summarised in Fig. 7 Crucially, the majority of the responses lean towards considering the DJO object types necessary for capturing the meaning of data science pipelines. When asked if they could think about missing object types, some of them provided feedback pointing to further roles that can be given to data objects, for example, specialising DJO type reference into baseline and control, and considering metric as a sub class of capability.

Furthermore, we asked survey participants to provide feedback on the data-to-data operations (relations) that could link data objects in the datanode layer of DJO (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). Feedback shows how all the relations included in DJO play a substantial role for data science practitioners, with only a few responses leaning towards rarely or never used (the least “popular” relations being remodelling, refactoring, and augmenting; see Fig. 8). Instead, when asked for feedback about potentially missing relations, we had very few suggestions, mainly referring to notions already emerged previously, such as predicting, classifying, reporting, disseminating, and packaging. Some of those are possible specialisations of existing relations, e.g. predicting and classifying are special cases of analysing. Instead, reporting and disseminating are not relations between data objects, while packaging can be considered a special case of format transforming. Ultimately, this feedback reassure us on the sufficiency of the ontology to cover the generality of data science workflows.
In the last part of the survey, we presented three examples of data journeys, and we asked few questions about this type of data science pipeline representation.

Specifically, we asked participants to review data journeys generated from three Kaggle notebooks, selected for being representative of three families of data science activities:

1. “Random Forests” is a simple example of a typical machine learning pipeline.
2. “Python NLTK sentiment analysis” is a typical example of natural language processing pipeline.
3. “Data Analysis using SQL” is a typical example of a data analytic pipeline with relational data.

For each one of the notebooks, we asked users to consider three representations: the original source code, and two graph–like visualisations, derived from the data journey: the first is a graph of source code snippets (annotated with activities), while the second is a summarisation of the pipeline according to high-level data science activities (activity graph). Figure 9 displays the feedback related to the question “In what task would you see the Data Journey representation helping?” We considered to evaluate six major tasks: debugging, documenting, explaining, reusing, navigating, and auditing.

Feedback shows how data journeys are perceived as useful for all these tasks, and especially useful for explaining data science workflows (we received the highest positive feedback on this task, specifically). When asked if data journeys could be useful to other tasks, users mentioned pipeline information retrieval, pipeline pattern recognition, pipeline handover/onboarding, as well as education and visualisation. Additionally, survey participants comments included the need of developing tools and particularly UIs to support data journeys (to hide the technical underlying representation of the pipeline and make it more readable). Data journeys could be used for navigating the source code, and using the representations as presented in this survey (graph-like diagrams) directly may be a bit difficult.

We concluded the survey asking for a general assessment about the utility and value-to-users of data journeys, which is shown in Fig. 10. Overall, this preliminary survey shows the benefit of Data Journey style representations.

---

18The Kaggle notebook is https://www.kaggle.com/code/dansbecker/random-forests (accessed, 7/03/2023). The DJO representation of the data science pipeline can be found at this URL: https://github.com/enridaga/data-journeys/blob/master/datajourneys/random-forests.ttl.


for tasks related to the explanation of how AI systems are constructed and trained.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed an ontology for representing Data Journeys and mechanisms for extracting them from data science notebooks in order to provide a basis for traced-based XAI. Using a corpus obtained from the 1000 most popular python notebooks on Kaggle, we showed how data journeys can be automatically identified from source code. The abstract representations that are generated are in many cases 80% the size of the original graphs. Additionally, our experiments show that an intermediate (datanode) graph representation (via RDF2Vec) improves performance over the use of just the code itself (via CodeBERTa) on the task of identifying high-level datascience activity.

There are several limitations to our current approach. First, the current implementation is limited to Python code, although the approach is portable to other languages. In addition, the implementation can be improved as there were notebooks could not be properly processed. Here, we focused on the Activity Graph layer of the data journey. We plan to expand our approach to include also the other components of the Data Journey ontology, specifically, by decorating the datanode layer with the richer types and relations specified in the Data Journey Ontology.

Importantly, data journeys provide an exciting foundation for further work in XAI. For example, exploring better debugging of machine learning pipelines through user interfaces and end user tools that take advantage of the overview that data journeys provide. There is also potential in incorporating more layers (e.g policies, specialised data science ontologies, or domain specific data view) that provide different ways of exploring AI system workflows.

Beyond XAI, data journeys can potentially provide a mechanism for compliance checking in terms of correct licensing, data privacy and attribution. In terms of open science, data journeys could provide the possibility to wire in expertise and explanation at different levels of abstraction.

We see a potential future in which data journeys with multiple layers of information about tasks, data, expertise, bias, can be used to build rich environments for transparency and explanation.
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